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Abstract
Objective
The objectives of this thesis is to gain more knowledge and understanding regarding the financial performance valuation analysis using Economic Value Added (EVA) approach, which is applied to merger and acquisition with case study on PT Bank Negara Indonesia (Persero) Tbk, PT Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero) Tbk, and PT Bank Tabungan Negara (Persero).

Method
The financial performance method that is used in this thesis is EVA approach with Pooling of Interest Method to calculate the merger bank.

Result

Conclusion
Based on the EVA result, it can be seen that those three banks, BNI, BRI, and BTN including merger banks shows a decrease in negative amount from 2004 to 2006. Therefore, it is better for those three bank to stay as single entity, since the EVA amount of merger bank is smaller than EVA amount of those three banks as single entity.
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